Woodworking

Sash Clamps

SASH CLAMPS

Quick
release slide

Aluminium Sash Clamps

These clamps offer a low cost alternative for light to medium-duty clamping tasks.
Constructed from a ‘U’ box section aluminium extruded bar and fitted with a cast
head and foot, the construction design makes these clamps both lightweight and
strong. The quick-release slide enables the clamping capacity to be changed in
an instant, with adjustment slots situated at 25mm (1in) increments along the bar.
Deep cut Acme threads on the mainscrew and a tommy bar combine to provide a
quick and powerful clamping action.

LENGTH

CAPACITY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAISCAL36

900mm (36in)

800mm (32in)

£21.25

£25.50

FAISCAL48

1200mm (48in)

1100mm (44in)

£22.70

£27.24

Sash Clamps

Heavy-duty clamps manufactured from a high quality carbon steel bar
with large malleable iron clamping heads. The clamp bars have a black
oxide coating with powder coated heads for complete rust protection.
Other features include a high grade steel mainscrew with a wear
resistant Acme thread, which applies pressure quickly and smoothly.
Tail slides are easily adjusted and secured by a steel pin passing
through one of the locating holes. Tail slide and heads are flat bottomed
so that the clamp can stand upright without support.

LENGTH

CAPACITY Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAISC600

730mm
(29in)

600mm
(23in)

£34.23

£41.08

FAISC900

1030mm
(40in)

900mm
(36in)

£38.94

£46.73

FAISC1200 1330mm
(52in)

1200mm
(48in)

£43.66

£52.39

FAISC1800 1930mm
(76in)

1800mm
(70in)

£48.39

£58.07

T Bar Clamps

A robust clamp for extremely heavy-duty applications with the option
of fitting to a workbench. The extra heavy 'T' bar construction and large
malleable SG iron clamping heads and stock are virtually unbreakable
and make this clamp extremely durable. The high grade sprung steel
mainscrew incorporates an Acme thread for wear resistance.
The entire clamp is protected by a rust-resistant powder coating.

Wood batten
not included

LENGTH

CAPACITY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAISCT36 1070mm

910mm (36in)

£38.94

£46.73

FAISCT48 1370mm

1210mm (48in)

£48.10

£57.72

FAISCT60 1670mm

1520mm (60in)

£57.12

£68.54

Sash Clamp Heads

A low cost alternative to full size bar clamps, these clamp
heads can be easily fitted onto any length of wooden batten
with a cross section of 50 x 25mm (2 x 1in). A light-duty
clamp, as long and strong as the timber used, is quickly
produced by drilling two holes to accommodate
the clamp heads.
FAISCHEAD
£25.69 Ex VAT
£30.83 Inc VAT
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